GHANA: Domestic workers’ regulations passed ensuring full labour protection for domestic workers. 2020 (L.I. 2408)

Our affiliate the Domestic Service Workers Union, which is part of the group Access to Justice Labour a network including domestic workers and with the support of Action Aid had delivered a training to the parliamentary committee earlier in June to raise awareness on the draft regulation of Domestic workers.

Click [here](#) to read the full article

SINED, Domestic Workers Union in Mozambique continues to build capacities and raise awareness among DWs

On 12 and 13 September 2020 our affiliate SINED held a seminar to build the capacity of 30 domestic workers union leaders on Hygiene and safety in the workplace during COVID-19.

Learn more about SINED [here](#)
SINTTRAHOL develops an official protocol to protect Domestic workers from COVID-19. They produced an animated video to reach the largest number of Domestic workers to help them protect themselves before and during their work in the times of COVID-19.

Check it out [here](https://www.facebook.com/IDWFED/).
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**3 Action points to protect migrant domestic workers under COVID-19**

**IDWF POLICY BRIEF**

Are you incorporating these recommendations into your work?

**Policy Recommendations for Domestic workers under COVID-19**

While contexts and dynamics across the region, the core elements of domestic workers’ situations are the same and resonate with one another. Enable the safeguarding of Domestic workers’ rights and well-being into the deeper social injustices, to make sustainable change against the structural racism and gender inequalities of the sector.

**Anti-Discrimination Measures**

- Educate the public to fight COVID-19 and discrimination at once. The pandemic is not an excuse for discrimination.
- Respect and implement the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination.
- Terminate unfair immigration laws through reference to the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families as a framework.
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**CHECK US OUT**

[https://www.facebook.com/IDWFED/](https://www.facebook.com/IDWFED/)
[https://www.instagram.com/idwfed/](https://www.instagram.com/idwfed/)
[https://twitter.com/IDWFED](https://twitter.com/IDWFED)
[https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCtkpXyChbQvoJmfo-VYa5YeG](https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCtkpXyChbQvoJmfo-VYa5YeG)
[https://www.linkedin.com/in/idwf-org-a4ba76145](https://www.linkedin.com/in/idwf-org-a4ba76145)
[https://idwf.tumblr.com/](https://idwf.tumblr.com/)

**SUPPORT OUR SOLIDARITY FUND**

**DONATE**